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ABSTRACT A recent study by Elgeti et al. used multiparticle collision dynamics to simulate a long-standing problem: the
approach of sperm to surfaces, and subsequent accumulation. The authors highlight differences in their predictions with those
of the earlier Stokes flow simulations of Smith et al. attributing the differences to methodological flaws in the earlier article. In this
Comment, we discuss the criticisms leveled in detail, and review some recently published work that shows how species-specific
details of cell morphology provides a more likely explanation for the differing predictions of the two studies. We also highlight
experimental work that supports the study of Smith et al.INTRODUCTION‘‘The dominating characteristic of [human] sperm distribu-
tion in a tube is their tendency to accumulate near the
walls. At the wall the number of motile spermatozoa
swimming at V R 30 mm/s is at least 30% less than at
10 mm from the wall.’’ (Winet et al. (1), with our italics).
Sea urchin sperm fertilize in open sea water, whereas
mammalian, and more specifically human sperm, are
evolved to swim through a liquid film between closely-
opposed surfaces. There are therefore strong biological
reasons for supposing that their surface-interaction behavior
might differ, and hence that model predictions based on
marine species do not necessarily translate to mammalian,
and vice versa.
A recent article by Elgeti, Kaupp, and Gompper (2)
(referred to henceforth as Elgeti et al.) addresses the long-
standing problem of sperm accumulation near surfaces, first
famously investigated by Lord Rothschild (3) in the early
1960s. Elgeti et al. approach the problem using multiparticle
collision dynamics, which simulates a swimming cell as
several hundred linked monomer molecules, the
surrounding fluid being modeled as a set of discrete fluid
particles, interacting in a lattice of ‘‘collision cells’’ through
stochastic rotation. Elgeti et al. highlight significant differ-
ences between the predictions of their model and the predic-
tions of an earlier Stokes flow simulation study by our group
(4) (referred to henceforth as Smith et al.), which they inter-
pret as being due to methodological weaknesses in the latter.
We wish to examine further the criticisms of the method-
ology of Smith et al., and then to examine some alternative
explanations for the differing predictions of the two studies,
focusing particularly on the role of species-specific morpho-
logical differences. Finally, we review experimental evidence
on human sperm, which support the work of Smith et al.Submitted Nov 24, 2010, and accepted for publication March 2, 2011.
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Smith et al. carried out simulations of human sperm motility
near a no-slip plane surface using a combined slender body/
boundary integral approach, a key feature being the consid-
eration of the size and shape of the human sperm head. A
principal finding was that a sperm initially parallel to, and
one body-length away from, the surface would, for certain
planar waveforms, perform a pitching behavior that steered
it eventually to a trajectory anywhere between ~15% and
60% of the body length away from the surface (Fig. 1,
a and b). In the final stable trajectory, the cell was found
to be tilted slightly away from the surface, the component
of motility away from the boundary being balanced by
a cell- and surface-generated flow field which attracts the
sperm back to the boundary. Smith et al. also investigated
whether certain observations of Woolley (5) in rodent sperm
might apply to human sperm cells.
By contrast, the Elgeti et al. simulations did not predict
accumulation at a finite height for initially parallel cells,
but rather a stochastic drift toward the boundary, followed
by collision. Elgeti et al. interpreted the difference in the
predictions as follows: First, that Smith et al. failed to predict
that an initially parallel cell would reach the boundary
because the numerical simulation study of Smith et al. was
‘‘numerically unstable’’. Second, that Elgeti et al. did not
predict the ‘‘finite height’’ accumulation because this state
is ‘‘Most likely.only marginally stable’’, and would be
obliterated by fluctuations in the simulations of Elgeti et al.
To summarize, Elgeti et al. state that:
1. Smith et al. fail to predict the correct state of boundary
accumulation due to methodological errors; the correct
state is lost due to a numerically unstable algorithm.
2. Smith et al. predict a ‘‘marginally stable’’ and unphysical
state instead (which criticisms are considered by us in
more detail below).doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.03.014
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FIGURE 1 (a and b) Predicted trajectory of a cell
initially parallel to, and one body length away
from, a no-slip plane surface showing eventual
convergence to a finite accumulation height, which
depends on wavenumber and head size being in the
range 8.5–22 mm for human sperm. The interaction
of the cell with the surrounding fluid and surface
was simulated using a combined boundary
element-slender body model. (Figure copyright
Cambridge University Press 2009, reprinted with
permission from Smith et al. (4).) (c) Bacterial
cell simulation results using the boundary element
method establish that head geometry has signifi-
cant effects on whether cells accumulated, and
their eventual accumulation height. For helically
propelled cells, this in turn significantly affects
circling behavior. (Reprinted from Shum et al.
(7).) (d) Geometrically nonlinear elastodynamic
simulation establishes that asymmetric beating
can occur in a symmetrically actuated cell through
a buckling instability, which in turn causes circling
swimming. A crucial determinant is the force-
velocity relation for the head, determined by its
geometry. A spherical head model gives very
different results from a physiological head model,
in this case modeled on human sperm. The param-
eter Sp is the sperm-compliance parameter quanti-
fying the relative importance of viscosity and
elasticity; the parameter k is the wavenumber of
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increasingly fine spatial and temporal discretization as the
cell and surface approach, and for this reason, Smith et al.
chose to terminate simulations of cells initially angled
toward a surface. Any accurate simulation of the very close
interaction of a solid body with a surface in Stokes flow is
likely to be very expensive, both for continuum dynamics
models and for molecular simulation techniques (see, for
example, the recent high-precision simulation study of
Padding and Briels (6)).
This is not, however, the same thing as numerical insta-
bility. There were also no numerical accuracy issues in simu-
lations of initially parallel-swimming cells, so numerical
error does not explain why Smith et al. did not obtain the
same results for initially parallel-swimming cells. Shum
et al. (7) achieved numerically accurate simulation of bacte-
rial cells swimming very close to surfaces (Fig. 1 c) due to
a combination of refined numerics, and reduced the yawing
of bacteria relative to sperm.However, to preserve the correct
physics, simulations were terminated at the approximate
distance at which electrostatic interactions would likely
occur—35 nm—based on experimental observations (8).
The physical state predicted by Smith et al. was described
by Elgeti et al. as ‘‘likely only marginally stable’’. However,the state arises as a basin in the dynamics, and as such is de
facto stable. It is also unlikely that this state would be oblit-
erated by thermal fluctuations: we do not observe a 50-mm
sperm being subject to Brownian motion in the manner of
submicron beads. We argue that careful specification of the
relative importance of Brownian motion is necessary before
dismissing the predictions of the Stokes flow model in this
way.We now explore some alternative explanations for these
discrepancies, based around the effects of cell morphology.CELL MORPHOLOGY, SPECIES DIFFERENCES,
AND ASYMMETRIC WAVEFORMS
Sperm biology presents an array of species-specific
morphology, including spade-shaped, wedge-shaped,
hook-shaped, and twist-drill spermatozoa. The bacteria
model of Shum et al. (7) suggests that the use of different-
sized and -shaped heads can lead to very different accumu-
lation behavior (Fig. 1 c), in particular that spherical-headed
cells will approach to within molecular distances of the wall,
whereupon surface interactions can potentially allow swim-
ming with very close head-surface proximity. Hence
morphological differences may be the reason that Elgeti
et al. did not replicate our findings or (as discussed below)Biophysical Journal 100(9) 2318–2320
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of the bacterial model—which differs also in beat pattern—
are definitive for sperm in this respect; however, they do
illustrate the need to take into account morphology as
a potential source of discrepancy.
Another important issue considered by Elgeti et al. is the
role of circling motility. Although sea urchin sperm charac-
teristically travel on ‘‘drifting circles’’ near surfaces, with
this being part of the behavioral mechanism underlying
chemotaxis, this behavior ismuch less evident inmammalian
sperm. Circling motility in the Elgeti et al. study is a conse-
quence of an imposed flagellar asymmetry, and indeed
flagellar asymmetry is known in mammalian sperm to have
a role in the induction of nonprogressive motility in hyperac-
tivated cells (9). Another recent study by our group (10) has
recently shown how asymmetric flagellar beating can occur
within symmetrically actuated cells over certain physiologi-
cally realistic parameter ranges. This behavior is a result of
the buckling instability predicted by geometrically nonlinear
elasticity theory coupled to a surrounding viscous fluid. This
model predicted that changes to the head morphology will
result in very significant changes to the flagellar wave and
hence the resultant trajectory, as shown in Fig. 1 d.
These findings emphasize that predictions obtained with
a spherical head do not necessarily faithfully reflect
behavior with mammalian head morphology. Furthermore,
morphology has long been known to have significant effects
on sperm penetration and migration in mammalian fertiliza-
tion (11), evidencing the need for this to be taken into
account in motility simulation.EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE
The quotation at the beginning of this Comment provides
ample evidence that the predictions of Smith et al. are consis-
tent with physical reality: human sperm swim ‘‘near’’
surfaces somewhat more frequently than they swim ‘‘at’’
surfaces. Why did Elgeti et al. (2) not predict this dominant
mode of near-surface swimming? We suggest one possible
explanation may lie in species-specific differences: Elgeti
et al. did not explicitly consider human or mammalian sperm
morphology, but rather a cell somewhat closer inmorphology
to sea urchin, with very different hydrodynamic behavior.CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the discrepancies between the recent study of
Elgeti et al. and Smith et al. may be due to species-specific
differences in morphology and flagellar waveform; the pre-
dicted finite-distance accumulation of Smith et al. is sup-
ported by experimental evidence in human and mammalian
cells, and reflects a stable basin of the dynamics.
A diversity of approaches in unraveling the complexities of
sperm motility and other biophysical systems is important;
there are myriad potential sources of discrepancy betweenBiophysical Journal 100(9) 2318–2320differentmodeling approacheswhichmay not be immediately
clear to nonspecialists.We suggest that all potential sources of
discrepancy between different models should be examined
and taken into consideration, particularly when readers may
infer that the discrepancy arises from a methodological flaw.
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